With Thermostat included
The only one that allows
you to save up to 50%
electricity thanks to a
new electronic circuit.
Turbo-Vent is silent at high
speed and exceptionally silent
at the minimum. Without the
old resistance systems, which
create a lot of heat and
consume a lot of energy.

Fresh air in just a few seconds
Design Model: 402 07 149.2
Utility Models: 20 2004 010 435.0 - 20 2004 013 390.3
European Patent: 0 691 227

Turbo-Vent White

The Turbo-Vent is a ventilation
system made from high quality
materials, that are shock and
UV-ray-resistant.
It changes and refreshes the air
inside your vehicle within seconds
thanks to the 12V DC variable
speed motor with 10 blades.
It is the only one of its kind with an
innovative electronic circuit that
allows a rapid, problem-free, change
of rotation.
The cover can be opened and
closed manually and the central arm
provides stability against strong
wind even when travelling with the
cover open. Supplied with double
external mosquito screen to collect
leaves and other debris. New
transparent grating that permits
maximum air circulation and filtering
of light. Can be installed on roofs with
depths of 3cm to 8.5cm using the
optional extension kit.
Colours: outside frame white, inside
frame ivory, cover white or crystal.

Turbo-Vent Crystal

Due to the particular aerodynamic shape no spoiler is needed

Maximum stability with the center
support adjusting arm
Model
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Item No.

Turbo-Vent White

03623F01-

Turbo-Vent Crystal

03623F01B

With Thermostat included

The standard delivered Polar Control is the thermostat that regulates the
ingoing and outgoing air of the fan according to the inside temperature of
the Motorhome. The switch changes the rotation direction of the fan.

31cm
Turbo-Vent is available
by request with internal fixing
Sandwich System
without screws.
Quiet at night
thanks to the optimal
minimum speed

Better performance and
New transparent grating
50% less consumption
allows maximum air flow
thanks to the new electronic
and maximum
circuit and the new motor.
protection.

Feeding tension:
Absorbed power

12 Vcc
36 W

Min. electric input:

0,3 Amp.

Max electric input:

3 Amp

Max air flow:

35 m3/min.

Fan diameter:

300 mm

Permanent air flow:

80 cm2

Same features as the Turbo-Vent, but
without the Polar Control Thermostat
Classic and inexpensive
line of Turbo-Vent without
thermostat.
Same features as the Turbo-Vent.
Standard ventilation, without the
automatic thermostat Polar Control.
New transparent grating allows
maximum air flow and passage of
light.

Excellent reviews
on quality and price

Turbo-Vent P3 Crystal

Model

Without Thermostat Polar Control
but with the switch that changes the
rotation direction of the fan

Better performance and 50% less
consumption thanks to the new
electronic circuit

fiamma.com

Turbo-Vent P3 White

Item No.
03623G01-

Turbo-Vent P3 Crystal 03623G01B
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Maximum stability
with centre support
adjusting arm.

Extra quiet also at high speed
German Design Model: 402 07 149.2

Vent White

Vent Crystal

Aerodynamic, thanks to its elegant
external profile top.
During high-speed testing noise and
vibrations were greatly reduced.
Thanks to the new outside cover
and exclusive patented rubber seal,
a watertight system guarantees rain
streams down without the possibility
of it coming in.
TÜV and ABE approved.
Made with high quality UV-ray
resistant materials.
Can be installed on roofs with
depths of 2.5cm to max 5cm.
For installation on roof with depths
of max 8.5 cm, the optional
extension kit (Item No. 98683-112)
can be used.
The Vent White does not need the
roller blind. The optional Rollo Vent
40x40 can be fitted to the vent
Crystal. Interchangeable with the old
Fiamma Roof-lights 40x40 and with
rooflight from 36x36cm to 42x42cm
thanks to the reinforced frame.
Supplied with permanent air flow
ventilation and mosquito screen.
Colours: outside frame white, inside
frame ivory, cover white or crystal.

The cover can be easily replaced
due to the quick installation hinges

Model

Due to the aerodynamic shape no
spoiler is needed
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Vent White

04328B01-

Vent Crystal

04328B01D

Vent is available by request with
internal fixing Sandwich System
without screws.

Accessories
SPOILER 40X40
This special spoiler assists by
channelling the air smoothly around
your existing rooflight and thereby
reducing both wind resistance and
noise levels.
It is made of UV-ray resistant ABS
plastic.
It is easily installed with the roof vent
screws or can be attached with
suitable adhesives (Sika).
Designed to fit most sizes of
rooflights using the spacers
included.
Item No.

Spoiler 40x40 on Vent 40x40 White

03585-01-

THERMO-VENT 40
Insulated vent shield.
Keeps your RV warmer in the winter!
Suitable for all rooflights 40x40.
The aluminium surfaces assist by
reflecting sunlight and by reducing
heatloss.
Dimensions: 40x40cm.
Thickness: 6mm.

Item No.

Thermo-vent 40

03650A01-

ROLLO VENT 40X40
New elegant roller blind system
perfect for installing on Fiamma Vent
40x40 rooflights. Permanent air flow
ventilation thanks to side grills.
Low profile frame.
Colour: ivory.

Rollo Vent 40x40
Item No.
98683-044

fiamma.com
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Vent 28 White

VENT® 28
Ideal for small spaces
28x28cm rooflight, without fan, ideal
for airing small spaces.
Made with superior quality impact
and UV-resistant materials.
Due to an internal installation
system, it is not necessary to drill
holes in the vehicle. Supplied with
permanent air flow ventilation
system and mosquito screen.
The external aerodynamic cover
guarantees a watertight system.
For installation on roof with depths
of max 8.5cm, the optional
extension kit can be used.

Vent 28 White

Colour

Item No.

White

04918-01-

Crystal

04918-01B

TURBO 28
Fresh air for your motorhome’s
bathroom and kitchen
Rooflight 28x28cm, with fan, is ideal
for airing small spaces.
Made with superior quality impact
and UV-resistant materials.
Supplied with permanent air flow
ventilation system and mosquito
screen.

Turbo 28 Crystal

Turbo 28 White

Feeding tension:
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12 Vcc

Absorbed power:

25 W

Max electric input:

1.9 Amp.

Max air flow:

9 m3/min.

Fan diameter:

180 mm

White

04919-01-

Permanent air flow:

50 cm2

Crystal

04919-01B

fiamma.com

Colour

Item No.

50x50

Vent 50x50 Crystal

VENT® 50x50
Wide pantograph rooflight that
opens on all four sides with practical
handles.
Maintains constant vehicle ventilation
and is now also available with
standard roller blind with two rollers,
one dark and one with mosquito
screen.
Assures permanent ventilation.
Locking anti-theft device on the
handles.
Rainproof and windproof. TÜV and
ABE approved, and made with high
quality UV ray-resistant materials.
Colours: outside frame white, inside
frame ivory, cover white or crystal.

Vent 50x50 White

Colour

Item No.

White

01668-01-

Crystal

01668-01D

Optional roller blind with two rollers,
one dark and one with mosquito
screen for previous model of Vent
50x50. Dimensions: 55x55 cm.
Standard delivered with roller blind with two rollers, one dark and one with mosquito screen

Item No.
98683-037

SPOILER 60
New aerodynamic roof spoiler is
ideal for reducing vibration and
rooflight noise while travelling.
Made with UV-ray resistant sturdy
plastic material.
No tools or drilling for installation;
can be fixed to vehicle with a
suitable adhesive (Sika).
Colour: white.
Ideal for all rooflights up to 60cm.
Tested for speed up to 160km/h.
Dim: cm 63x17x8h.
Item No.
04585-01-

fiamma.com
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